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Stagecraft Display Ltd

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
++

EXTERIOR DISPLAY
SOLUTIONS

INTERIOR DISPLAY
CONCEPTS

Our high quality tables and benching have been
specially created to turn products into attractive
saleable goods, thus increasing plant sales.

Interior display units designed to make your
products more appealing and eye-catching to
customers. Utilise simple, clean fixtures that
make your merchandise visible at a glance.

DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE BESPOKE UNITS ARE ALSO
Our in-house design team, joinery and
AVAILABLE
machining workshop not only enables us to
monitor every stage in the manufacturing
process, but also allows us to give accurate leadtime estimates and offer a flexible, responsive
process.

Our design team are on hand to deal with all
bespoke enquiries to ensure whatever your retail
need we can come up with a solution thats right
for you.

Exterior
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
DISPLAY TABLES &
ACCESSORIES

UNIQUE EYE-CATCHING
PIECES

SIGNAGE & ADDITIONAL
MERCHANDISING

Stagecraft offer a fantastic range of exterior display
tables and display table accessories to cover a vast
range of exterior products.

With over 32 years at the forefront of the garden
centre display industry Stagecraft have designed
unique display units to cover all areas; from
hanging basket displays right through to compost,
terracotta, tree bays and more.

Stagecraft offer a range of signage options for
exterior displays in varying forms and sizes based
on location and intent, but whether it be ticket
strip or freestanding signage board, they all
have the same purpose – to drive foot traffic and
communicate with your customers.

t: 01686 629096
e: sales@stagecraft-uk.com
w:www.stagecraft-uk.com

Display Tables

Bedding Table

Shrub Table

Half Oct Shrub Table

Half Oct Bedding Table

Our rectangular shrub tables come with a
32mm lip ideal for creating beautiful displays
out of your colourful bedding plants. Bedding
tables can be used individually as focal points
for specific ranges or look fantastic in runs for
creating blocks of colour and full view of varying
ranges.

Our rectangular shrub tables come with a 57mm
lip ideal for creating beautiful displays out of
your shrubs and bushes. Shrub tables can be
used individually as focal points for specific
ranges or look fantastic used in runs for creating
full view of varying ranges.

Our octagonal shrub end promoters come with
a 57mm lip ideal for creating beautiful displays
out of your shrubs and bushes. These octagonal
tables are fantastic to use as end promoters to
complement a run of benches, however they also
look great against when placed against a wall as
a focal feature.

Our octagonal bedding end promoters come
with a 32mm lip ideal for creating beautiful
displays out of your colourful bedding plants.
These octagonal tables are fantastic to use as
end promoters to complement a run of benches,
however they also look great when placed
against a wall as a focal feature.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 120mm planed
surround. 32mm lip and
open brace legs.
2000 x 1000 x 600
2000 x 1000 x 450
2000 x 1000 x 300
1900 x 1100 x 600
1900 x 1100 x 450
1900 x 1100 x 300

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 145mm planed
surround. 57mm lip and open
brace legs.
2000 x 1000 x 600
2000 x 1000 x 450
2000 x 1000 x 300
1900 x 1100 x 600
1900 x 1100 x 450
1900 x 1100 x 300

Bed size &
height:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 145mm planed
surround. 57mm lip and open
brace legs.
2000 x 1000 x 600
2000 x 1000 x 450
2000 x 1000 x 300
1900 x 1100 x 600
1900 x 1100 x 450
1900 x 1100 x 300

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 120mm planed
surround. 32mm lip and open
brace legs.
2000 x 1000 x 600
2000 x 1000 x 450
2000 x 1000 x 300
1900 x 1100 x 600
1900 x 1100 x 450
1900 x 1100 x 300

Tilt Table

Trestle Table

Flood Table

Square Flood Table

Tilt tables provide a great solution to flat tables
which can often hide central products from
view. Raise/ tilt the bed of the table angling
products into site so that customers are drawn
to the products on display. This is particularly
useful for displaying smaller plants as it lifts
them to a more visible and eye-catching
position.

This simple but effective display table benefits
from hinged legs and two slatted shelves making
it easily moved around and stored as and when
stock requires. The simple design can be used to
display a wide range of products and gives you
the opportunity to dress the table up or keep it
simple.

Flood tables are brilliant for displaying a variety
of potted plants, equipped with two plastic flood
trays allowing easy care so you can be sure your
plants are kept in the best possible condition.
Flood tables act as a simple irrigation system
allowing excess water to drain from potted plants
into the flood tray saving time and money on
spent on frequent watering.

Square flood tables are brilliant for displaying
a variety of potted plants, equipped with a
plastic flood tray allowing easy care so you can
be sure your plants are kept in the best possible
condition. Square flood tables can be used
individually as focal points or look fantastic in
sets of 3 or 4 varying heights to create multilevel
display features.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed that raises
200mm to rear, 120mm
planed surrounds. 25mm lip
and open brace legs. POS
option available.
2000 x 1000 x 600
1900 x 1100 x 600

Sizes:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Hinged legs and removable
lower shelf.
1700 x 770 x 770

Bed size &
height:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber
Includes 2 black plastic flood
trays per table, 950 x 950mm.
No drainage hole unless
specified, bung option
available.
1920 x 960 x 600

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 145mm planed
surround. Includes 1 950 x
950mm black plastic flood tray
per table.
950 x 950 x 600
950 x 950 x 450
950 x 950 x 300

t: 01686 629096
e: sales@stagecraft-uk.com
w:www.stagecraft-uk.com

Square Bedding Table w/
Clad Box Plinth

Square Bedding/ Shrub
Arrangement

Hexagonal Bedding Table
w/ Box Plinth

Our square bedding tables come with a 32mm
lip ideal for creating beautiful displays out of
your colourful bedding plants. The clad box
plinth turns these versatile modular benches
into modern statement pieces. The tables can be
used individually as focal points or look fantastic
in sets of 3 or 4 in varying heights to create
multilevel display features.

The square bedding table arrangement includes 4
square bedding tables at varying heights to create
a multilevel display feature perfect as a walkway
focal point. Having bedding display arrangements
enables plant retailers to group together
complimentary plants and products encouraging
multiple purchases.

Our hexagonal bedding tables come with a 32mm
lip ideal for creating beautiful displays out of your
colourful bedding plants. The box plinth gives the
hexagonal bedding tables a chunky rustic look.
Hexagonal bedding tables can be used individually
as focal points or look fantastic in sets of 3 or 4
in varying heights to create multilevel display
features

Our hexagonal bedding tables come with a
44mm lip ideal for creating beautiful displays
out of your colourful bedding plants. Splayed
legs give the hexagonal bedding tables a modern
sleek look. Hexagonal bedding tables can be
used individually as focal points or look fantastic
in sets of 3 or 4 in varying heights to create
multilevel display features.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 120mm planed
surrounds. 32mm lip, clad
box plinth.
1200 x 1000 x 600
1200 x 1000 x 450
1200 x 1000 x 300
1200 x 1000 x 150

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Arrangement includes 4
tables all with slatted bed,
120mm planed surrounds.
32mm lip, open braced legs.
1200 x 1000 x 600
1200 x 1000 x 450
1200 x 1000 x 300
1200 x 1000 x 150

Bed size &
height:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 120mm planed
surrounds and aluminium
corners. 44mm lip, box plinth.
1400 x 600
1400 x 450
1400 x 300

Hexagonal Bedding
Table

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 120mm planed
surrounds and aluminium
corners. 44mm lip, open
brace legs.
1400 x 600
1400 x 450
1400 x 300

Display Table Accessories

Second Tier Bedding
Table

Second Tier Shrub
Table

Second tier tables provide a useful tool for
retailers wanting to add height to otherwise
flat display tables lifting central products into
view, these are particularly useful for large
tables where products near the back would be
particularly difficult to reach and see. When
merchandised they also create an eye-catching
tiered effect on table tops.

Second tier tables provide a useful tool for
retailers wanting to add height to otherwise
flat display tables lifting central products into
view, these are particularly useful for large
tables where products near the back would be
particularly difficult to reach and see. When
merchandised they also create an eye-catching
tiered effect on table tops.

The alpine riser is a useful tool for retailers as it
adds height and depth to otherwise flat display
tables lifting central products into view. When
merchandised they also create an eye-catching
angled display on table tops.

The alpine step is a useful tool for retailers as it
adds height and depth to otherwise flat display
tables lifting central products into view. When
merchandised they also create an eye-catching
tiered effect on table tops.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 120mm planed
surround. 32mm lip and
open brace legs.
2000 x 500 x 450

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Alpine Riser

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed, 145mm planed
surround. 57mm lip and
open brace legs.
2000 x 500 x 450

Size:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber
Sawn timber slatted steps
with front surround.
1750 x 1021 x 430

Alpine Step

Size to fit
table bed:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Sawn timber slatted steps
with front surround. First
step height 200mm, 2nd step
height 150mm.
2000 x 1000
1900 x 1100

t: 01686 629096
e: sales@stagecraft-uk.com
w:www.stagecraft-uk.com

Climber Frame

Variable Pot Grid
The variable pot grid comes with adjustable
battens in order to hold plant pots of varying
sizes. They are made to fit our standard beds.

A practical unit designed specifically for
displaying climber plants with divisions to help
prevent wind damage. The divisions are also
a great way to simply divide different varieties
of climbers. Ideal for helping your taller potted
products from falling over.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Size to fit
table bed:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Planed timber frame with
adjustable batten to hold
plant pots.
2000 x 1000
1900 x 1100

Size:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Complete with the dividers
to help prevent wind
damage.
1995 x 940 x 410
1995 x 1042 x 410
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Trellis

Economy Trellis

Straight Trellis with
Diamond Batten

Splayed Trellis

These horizontally slatted back panels are used
to compliment your benches, create a backdrop
for your plant display and provide protection
from wind. The position of the panel also makes
them ideal for displaying your point of sales
signage. Our back panels come with a plain
wooden POS board for your plant information
or signage, however we can incorporate various
other signage methods.

Back panels are used to compliment your
benches, create a backdrop for your plant display
and provide essential protection from wind. The
position of the panel also makes them ideal for
displaying your point of sales signage. Our back
panels come with a plain wooden POS board for
your plant information or signage, however we
can incorporate various other signage methods.

Splayed trellis is used for end panels and is an
attractive finish to any row of benches. Back
panels create a backdrop for your plant display
and provide essential protection from wind. The
position of the panel also makes them ideal for
displaying your point of sales signage. Our back
panels come with a plain wooden POS board for
your plant information or signage, however we can
incorporate various other signage methods.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Size:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Planed side posts and
capping rail with wooden
slatted infill panel. Optional
top POS rail, single or double sided.
2000 x 1450
1900 x 1450

Size:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Planed side posts and
capping rail with wooden
diagonal trellis infill panel.
Optional top POS rail, single
or double sided.
2000 x 1450
1900 x 1450

Size:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber
Planed timber side posts
and capping rail with inset
wooden diagonal panel.
Pressure treated timber.
2000 x 1450
1900 x 1450

t: 01686 629096
e: sales@stagecraft-uk.com
w:www.stagecraft-uk.com

Straight Trellis

Straight Trellis with
Diamond Batten

Gailbreak Trellis

Back panels are used to compliment your benches,
create a backdrop for your plant display and
provide essential protection from wind. The
position of the panel also makes them ideal for
displaying your point of sales signage. Our back
panels come with a plain wooden POS board for
your plant information or signage, however we can
incorporate various other signage methods

Splayed trellis is predominantly used for end
panels and is an attractive finish to any row of
benches. Back panels create a backdrop for your
plant display and provide protection from wind.
The position of the panel also makes them ideal
for displaying your point of sales signage. Our
back panels come with a plain wooden POS
board for your plant information or signage.

Gale-break trellis includes gale-breaker mesh
which is used to provide maximum protection
in windy conditions for shrubs and taller plants.
Plus, the back panels create an attractive
backdrop for plant displays. The position of the
panel also makes them ideal for displaying your
point of sales signage. Our back panels come
with a plain wooden POS board for your plant
information or signage.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Size:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Planed side posts and
capping rail with plastic
diagonal trellis infill panel.
Optional top POS rail, single
or double sided.
2000 x 1450
1900 x 1450

Sizes:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Planed timber side posts
and capping rail with inset
Diamond lattice panel in
Green.
2000 x 1450
1900 x 1450

Sizes:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber
Planed side posts and
capping rail with plastic
trellis infill panel with small
holes. Splayed option also
available. Provides maximum
protection from wind.
2000 x 1450
1900 x 1450

Tiered Display

Plant Pyramid

3 Tier Adjustable Unit Static / Mobile

4 Tier Adjustable Unit Static / Mobile

The half pyramid is a great addition to any
exterior retail environment creating an eyecatching feature your customers will love. The
half pyramid looks fantastic on its own against a
wall or alternatively two halves can be put back
to back to make a whole pyramid unit, ideal
for creating walkway focus points. The tiered
design maximises space ensuring all products
are in view.

Our 3 tier adjustable units are highly versatile
units that are perfect for using either against a
wall or back to back creating an island feature.
The unit has a fixed base shelf and 2 tilting or
removable upper shelves allowing the unit to
be adapted for different products as and when
required. Selecting the mobile option provides
additional functionality making the unit easy to
move around the retail space.

Our 4 tier adjustable units are highly versatile
units that are perfect for using either against a
wall or back to back creating an island feature.
The unit has a fixed base shelf and 3 tilting or
removable upper shelves allowing the unit to
be adapted for different products as and when
required. Selecting the mobile option provides
additional functionality making the unit easy to
move around the retail space.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Sizes:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
2 halves completes 1
whole pyramid set. 6 tiered
shelves at 145 x 21mm.
Displays over 150 1ltr pots.
Walkway focus point.
2000 x 1000 x1600

Sizes:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
‘A’ Frame side supports, a top
flat POS rail, fixed base shelf
with 2 tilting or removable
upper shelves. Available
as mobile units, with a
strengthened construction
and heavy duty castors.
Static:
2150 x 1000 x 1575
Mobile:
2150 x 1000 x 1575

Sizes:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber
‘A’ Frame side supports, a top
flat POS rail, fixed base shelf
with 2 tilting or removable
upper shelves. Available
as mobile units, with a
strengthened construction
and heavy duty castors.
Static:
2150 x 1000 x 1575
Mobile:
2150 x 1000 x 1575

Hanging Basket Displays

Hanging Basket Tree

Mobile Hanging Basket
A-Frame

Hannging basket trees offer the perfect solution
to creating eye-catching hanging basket
displays your customers will love! The hanging
basket tree has 8 poles and 16 hanging positions
at varying points around the unit, maximising
space and ensuring all baskets are in view. The
unit also includes one open side to the base
allowing pump truck access.

Our mobile hanging basket A-frame provides the
perfect solution to creating eye-catching hanging
basket displays your customers will love, plus the
mobile design allows you to easily reposition the
display as required. The A-frame design means
that hanging baskets can be hung at varying
levels ensuring all baskets are displayed in view.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Sizes:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted base plinth 150mm
high, Octagonal centre post,
8 poles and 16 hanging
positions. Access for pump
truck.
1000 x 1000 x2100

Sizes:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted base plinth. Metal
subframe and set of heavy
duty castors. 5 x 28mm
galvanised steel rails with
capture hooks.
2000 x 1450
1900 x 1450

t: 01686 629096
e: sales@stagecraft-uk.com
w:www.stagecraft-uk.com

Tree Bays

Single Sided Tree Bay

Double Sided Tree Bay

Single sided tree bays are perfect for running
along a perimeter to highlight your array of
trees and tall plants. The tree bays are designed
to hold your tree stock in the upright position,
to ensure your customers have easy access and
to protect them from falling over due to wind
or customers. The signage panels allow you to
illustrate the variety of trees on display.

Our double sided tree bays are designed to hold
your tree stock in the upright position, to ensure
your customers have easy access and to protect
them from falling over due to wind or customers.
Can be produced with or without a slatted base
and tree ties. The signage panels allow you to
illustrate the variety of trees on display.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Optional slatted bed or open
base with braced posts and
outer rails. POS rail at each
end.
2442 x 842 x 1200

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Optional slatted bed or open
base with braced posts and
single rail. Pressure treated
timber.
2442 x 542 x 1200
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Signage

Compost

Back

Front

Ticket Strip

Compost Rail

This POS holder can be used on all tables and is
slightly angled to make the signage more visible
and easier to read. The hook on brackets allow
them to be added or moved as required.

Single sided tree bays are perfect for running
along a perimeter to highlight your array of trees
and tall plants. The tree bays are designed to hold
your tree stock in the upright position, to ensure
your customers have easy access and to protect
them from falling over due to wind or customers.
The signage panels allow you to illustrate the
variety of trees on display.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Size:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Ticket strip can be added to
suit a variety of tables and
table sizes.
Ticket strip can be used on
all tables. Brackets allow
them to be added or moved
as required

Size:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber
Optional slatted bed or open
base with braced posts and
outer rails. POS rail at each
end.
2442 x 842 x 1200

t: 01686 629096
e: sales@stagecraft-uk.com
w:www.stagecraft-uk.com

Stoneware and Terracotta

Half Octagonal Heavy Duty
Plinth

Recangular Heavy Duty
Plinth

Stagecraft produce heavy duty stoneware and
terracotta plinths with practically in mind, these
units are designed to be robust, strong and built
to reliably withstand heavily weighted products.
Half octagonal plinths are ideal for using on their
own, against a wall or as an end plinth to neatly
finish off a row of rectangular plinths.

Stagecraft produce heavy duty stoneware and
terracotta plinths with practically in mind, these
units are designed to be robust, strong and built
to reliably withstand heavily weighted products.
Half octagonal plinths are ideal for using on their
own, against a wall or as an end plinth to neatly
finish off a row of rectangular plinths.

Material:
Description:

Material:
Description:

Size:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed with 120mm
planed surrounds. Optional
aluminium corner plates.
2442 x 542 x 1200

Size:
(mm)

Pressure Treated Timber
Slatted bed with 120mm
planed surrounds. Optional
aluminium corner plates.
2442 x 542 x 1200
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Interior
PRODUCT PORTFOLIO
INTERIOR DISPLAY
CONCEPTS

DURABILITY, PRACTICALITY & DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE RANGE OF MATERIALS
Stagecraft design and manufacture all of our
Under each product we have listed the various
STYLE

Take a look at the versatility and variety of our
interior display concepts. From display tables
and freestanding gondola arrangements to a
variety of wall units we have everything you
need to properly merchandise your products.

All of our interior displays are designed to offer
durability, practicality and style to ensure they
give our customers the best results.

interior displays from our factory in Newtown,
Mid Wales. Having all of our departments
under one roof reduces the chances of error in
production as everyone has a clear view of the
customer’s designer brief and timescale.
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material and finish options available for you
to chose from. Having a greater control over
materials and finishes enables our customers
to select the style that will best suit their retail
space, brand and the products for which they
sell.

t: 01686 629096
e: sales@stagecraft-uk.com
w:www.stagecraft-uk.com

Interior Display Tables

Display Table

Display Table with Shelf

Simple display tables are a retailer’s best friend!
They can be used for all manner of product and
moved around a retail space as and when stock
requires. Plus with our large variety of finish
options you can choose tables that represent your
brand and the products for which they sell.

Simple display tables are a retailer’s best friend!
They can be used for all manner of product
and moved around a retail space as and when
stock requires. Plus, the lower shelving on this
unit creates the opportunity for cross selling of
complementary goods; such as pots and care
products, as well as excess merchandise making it
easy for employees to replenish stock.

Trestles tables are a versatile retail display that
can be easily moved round a retail space as and
when stock requires. The flat top and lower
shelf make the trestle perfect for merchandising
a vast range of products. Folding legs provide
additional versatility as trestles can be easily
stored and brought out when additional space is
required.

Material:

Material:

Material:
Finishes:
Size:
(mm)

Pine, melamine, MDF,
VGrooved
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
1000 x 1000 x 700
1200 x 800 x 700
1500 x 1000 x 700
2000 x 1000 x 700

Finishes:
Shelf options:
Size:
(mm)

Trestle Table

Pine, melamine, MDF,
VGrooved
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
Solid or slatted.
1000 x 1000 x 700
1200 x 800 x 700
1500 x 1000 x 700
2000 x 1000 x 700

Finishes:
Description:
Sizes:
(mm)
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Pressure Treated Timber ot
21mm thick timber.
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
Hinged legs and removable
lower shelf.
1700 x 770 x 770

Wooden Nesting Tables

Melamine Nesting Tables

Our highly versatile set of 3 nesting tables can be;
tiered, used separately as gift tables or stacked
such as small on top of large or medium. This
allows retailers to easily alter and adapt displays
along with changes in stock and special dates
such as Christmas, Mother’s Day and so on.

Our modern set of 2 nesting tables have been
designed to offer multiple display options either
tiered as seen above, used separately as gift
tables or stacked small on top of large to create
heightened display. This allows retailers to easily
alter and adapt displays along with changes
in stock and special dates such as Christmas,
Mother’s Day and so on.

Material:

Material:

Finishes:
Description:
Size:
(mm)

21mm thick timber, pine,
melamine, MDF, V-Grooved.
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
Supplied flat packed.
Can be sold separately as
Gift tables.
S: 900 x 500 x 400
M: 1200 x 600 x 600
L: 1500 x 800 x 800

Finishes:
Description:
Size:
(mm)

MFC
Wooden shelf trim, choose
from wood effect or block
colour finsih
Can be sold separately as
Gift tables.Supplied fully
assembled.
S: 900 x 600 x 600
L: 1200 x 800 x 750
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Freestanding Displays

Single A-Frame

Double A-Frame

Mini A-Frame

Our hinged A-frames provide a fantastic way to
create sales space where required. Freestanding
displays can be employed in various locations
around the store and enable you to select
products that will stand apart from the rest of
your merchandise.

Our hinged A-frames provide a fantastic way to
create sales space where required. Freestanding
displays can be employed in various locations
around the store and enable you to select
products that will stand apart from the rest of
your merchandise.

Our hinged table top A-frame can be used either
on table tops, as floor pieces or as part of a
window display. These freestanding features
can create height and extra display potential
on otherwise flat table tops and are a fantastic
way to promote specific items, ranges or special
offers.

Material:
Finishes:

Material:
Finishes:

Material:
Finishes:

Description:
Size:
(mm)

21mm thick timber
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted
Hinged A-frame.
1080 x 560 x 1900

Description:
Size:
(mm)

21mm thick timber
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted
Hinged Tandem/ Double
A-frame.
2350 x 560 x 1900

Description:
Size:
(mm)
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21mm thick timber
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted
Hinged A-frame.
1000 x 560 x 1000

Double Sided Card
Display Unit

Metal Frame Perimeter
Unit

This card display unit has a neat and compact
design allowing cards to be displayed either
side of the stand with clear acrylic card holders
which allow customers to view the complete
card design. The unit has base cupboards
providing neat stock storage to easily replenish
stock as and when it is required.

This versatile perimeter unit can be used as a wall
or floor unit and is a fantastic tool for creating a
perimeter between or around departments. Plus
the unit comes with a top rail designed to offer
potential for hanging basket display.

Material:
Finishes:

Material:

Description:
Size:
(mm)

21mm thick timber.
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
Double Sided. Cupboards to
base. 6 x acrylic card holders
per side.
1200 x 800 x 1450

Finishes:
Description:
Sizes:
(mm)

Clear lacquered mild steel &
slatted timber shelves.
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
1 top hanging basket rail and
mild steel frame.
1000 x 600 x 1800
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Deli display Unit

Double Stepped Crate
Unit

The deli display unit has been specially designed
to assist retailers in grouping and categorising a
variety of products. Grouping together selected
products is a great way to direct customer flow
and encourage cross-selling of complementary
goods. The upper POS panel can be used to
further illustrate the chosen category.

The double stepped crate display has been
specially designed to assist retailers in grouping
and categorising a variety of products. Grouping
together selected products is a great way to
direct customer flow and encourage cross-selling
of complementary goods. The upper POS panel is
also used to further illustrate chosen groups such
as bakery, fruit and veg or gift items.

This mobile sack truck is a functional and eyecatching display that can be used for a range of
products from produce to perfumes and scents,
bulbs, soft toys and so on. The clever metal
handling frame works brilliantly and crates are
firmly attached, so the unit can be mobile. This
sack truck is perfect for anyone looking for a
rustic organic looking display unit.

Material:
Finishes:

Material:
Finishes:

Material:
Finishes:

Description:

Size:
(mm)

21mm thick timber
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted
Includes 4 removable crates
(Additional crates available
on request.) Includes
signage panel (signage not
included).
1200 x 640 x 1619

Description:

Size:
(mm)

Sack Truck

21mm thick timber
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted
1no. stepped crate system
with 6no. double crates and
1no. high level signage panel
holder (signage not included).
1200 x 850 x 1800

Description:
Size:
(mm)
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21mm thick timber
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted
Mobile unit with 3 crates, 21mm
thick timber, steel wheels and
frame.
550 x 650 x 1455

Gondolas

Basic Gondola

Basic Gondola
Arrangement

Also known as island shelving, these units are
the perfect addition to any sales environment
and are a welcome distraction from the usual
retail shelving. Freestanding island gondolas
allow you to add merchandising space wherever
it’s needed, plus multiple gondolas can be used
to create versatile gondola arrangements.

Also known as island shelving, these units are
the perfect addition to any sales environment
and are a welcome distraction from the usual
retail shelving. Basic gondolas can be used in a
number of arrangements as well as individually,
for example 2 gondolas back to back, a 4 piece
bay arrangement as seen in the render, 8 piece as
shown in the image and so on.

Material:
Finish:

Material:
Finish:

Description:
Sizes:
(mm)

MFC
Wooden shelf trim, choose
from wood effect or block
colour finsih
Adjustable shelves
800 x 400 x 1200

Description:

Sizes:
(mm)

MFC
Wooden shelf trim, choose
from wood effect or block
colour finsih
This arrangement includes
4 Basic Gondola’s each
800 x 400 x 1200mm high.
Adjustable shelves.
1600 x 800 x 1200
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Miscellaneous Displays

Cable Reels

Double Stepped Crate
Unit

Our range of cable reels are perfect for creating
rustic or crafts displays adding a personal quirky
touch to interior or exterior retail environments.
Our 3 size options look fantastic separately but
can also be used in conjunction to create multilevel displays or even on top of one another
for a tiered look. They are a perfect fixture for a
retailer looking for displays that can be changed
and reconfigured easily with changes in stock.

These neatly designed dump bins are perfect for
tidying up existing displays and merchandising a
range of awkward items. The perforated inserts
are designed to neatly merchandise products
such as mops and brooms. Plus, the inserts are
removable should you require them for displaying products unsuitable for displaying on shelves
such as bags of bird seed, balls, compost and so
on.

Our set of 3 melamine nesting crates are perfect
for creating retail focus points for walkways or
window displays. These simple crates are highly
versatile, easily movable and the large and
medium crates each come with 1 no. shelves on
an adjustable pin system. The crates have been
designed to fit neatly one inside the other for
simple storage when extra space is required.

Material:
Finishes:

Material:

Material:
Finish:

Description:
Size:
(mm)

Vailable in treated or
untreated timber. Treated
timber can be used for
external display.
Wash painted or natural
Close boarded slats
600 diameter x 300 high
900 diameter x 450 high
1200 diameter x 600 high

Description:

Size:
(mm)

Nesting Crates

Constructed from planed and
chamfered timber with solid
ply base
Each bin includes 2 x
removable 40mm diameter
perforated shelves and
brackets.
600 x 600 x 800

Description:
Size:
(mm)
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MFC
Wooden shelf trim, choose
from wood effect or block
colour finsih
3no. crates and 2no
adjustable shelves on pin
system.
L: 600 x 400 x 800
M: 500 x 380 x 700
S: 400 x 360 x 600

Wall Units

Regular Wall Unit

Full Wall Unit

Full Wall Unit with
Cupboard

The regular wall unit can be manufactured in a
range of materials and finish options enabling
retailers to select the style and colour that best
suits their brand and the products for which
they sell. The unit shelving is also adjustable
allowing retailers to alter spacing between
shelves to accommodate for variations in stock.

The full wall unit can be manufactured in a
range of materials and finish options enabling
retailers to select the style and colour that best
suits their brand and the products for which they
sell. The unit shelving is also adjustable allowing
retailers to alter spacing between shelves to
accommodate for variations in stock. Standard
max height 2400mm however can be made at
heights between 2000-2400mm.

The full wall unit can be manufactured in a range
of materials and finish options. The unit shelving is
also adjustable allowing retailers to alter spacing
between shelves to accommodate for variations
in stock. Cupboards provides neat stock storage
to easily replenish stock as and when required.
Standard max height 2400mm however can be
made at heights between 2000-2400mm.

Material:

Material:

Material:

Finish:
Description:
Sizes:
(mm)

Pine, melamine, MDF,
VGrooved
Wooden shelf trim, Solid
Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
5 Adjustable shelves
1200 x 400 x 2400
600 x 400 x 2400

Finish:
Description:
Sizes:
(mm)

Pine, melamine, MDF,
VGrooved
Wooden shelf trim, Solid
Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
5 Adjustable shelves
Cupboard options available.
1200 x 600 x 2400
600 x 600 x 2400

Finish:
Description:
Sizes:
(mm)
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Pine, melamine, MDF,
VGrooved
Wooden shelf trim, Solid
Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
5 Adjustable shelves
Cupboards to base.
1200 x 600 x 2400
600 x 600 x 2400
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Segmented Wall Unit

Universal Wall Unit

Crate Wall Unit

The segmented wall unit can be created in a
range of materials and finish enabling retailers
to select the style and colour that best suits
their brand and the products for which they sell.
The unit shelving is also adjustable allowing
retailers to alter spacing between shelves
to accommodate for variations in stock. The
segmented sections provide retailers with a
simple way to separate different products.

Universal wall units include an adjustable metal
shelving system to offer strong support and
adaptability. The shelving system also allows
shelving to be fully adjustable including angled
display. The unit can be manufactured in a range
of materials and finish options enabling retailers
to select the style and colour that best suits their
brand and the products for which they sell.

Our modular crate wall is made up from 15no.
individual melamine crates and 5no. adjustable
shelves to create a modular stylish wall feature.
The crates can be arranged in a variety of styles
to best suit your retail environment either as part
of a wall unit or separately to create window,
floor or table top displays. We offer crates with
groves to create a more rustic look or without
offering a sleeker finish. The groove cut outs
cannot be edge-banded.

Material:
Finish:

Material:

Material:
Finish:

Description:
Size:
(mm)

pine, melamine, MDF,
v-grooved.
Wooden shelf trim, Solid
Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
15 Adjustable shelves.
Cupboard options available.
1200 x 640 x 1619

Finish:
Description:
Sizes:
(mm)

Adjustable metal shelving
frame with; Pine, melamine,
MDF or VGrooved
Wooden shelf trim, Solid
Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
Adjustable metal shelving.
Cupboard options available.
1200 x 600 x 2400 
1200 x 600 x 1200
600 x 600 x 2400 
600 x 600 x 1200

Description:

Sizes:
(mm)
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MFC
Wooden shelf trim, choose
from wood effect or block
colour finsih
Includes 15no. crates &
5no. shelves on pin system.
Fixings supplied. Crates
supplied fully assembled.
Arrangement as shown:
1500 x 429 x 1800
Each Crate:
300 x 429 x 600

Slatted Wall Unit

Short Slatted Wall Unit

Our regular wall units are chunky, rustic looking
displays that are fantastic for merchandising
a wide range of products. The simple design
combined with the wide variety of colour and
finish options, mean these units can be added to
almost any retail space and can be customized
to suit the style and theme of your brand.

Our short slatted wall units are chunky,
rustic looking displays that are fantastic for
merchandising a wide range of products. Short
wall units are particularly useful as they can be
used as a perimeter piece or to create gondola
displays, for example by placing 2 units back to
back. With our wide variety of colour options
these units can easily be customized to match
your retail space.

Material:
Finish:

Material:
Finish:

Description:
Sizes:
(mm)

21mm thick timber
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted
4 x Fixed Wooden Shelves.
1200 x 400 x 2200

Description:
Sizes:
(mm)

21mm thick timber
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted
3 x Fixed Wooden Shelves.
1200 x 400 x 1400
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Houseplants & Silk Flowers

300/ 450 Houseplant
Table

600 Houseplant Table

Houseplant Display
Arrangement

The deli display unit has been specially designed
to assist retailers in grouping and categorising a
variety of products. Grouping together selected
products is a great way to direct customer flow
and encourage cross-selling of complementary
goods. The upper POS panel can be used to
further illustrate the chosen category.

Our standard houseplant tables have a simple
but modern square design to complement and
enhance a range of vibrant houseplants, making
them more appealing to customers. Plus, the
lower shelving on this unit creates the opportunity
for cross selling of complementary goods such as
pots and care products. The flood tray provided
allows for easy care.

This set of 3 houseplant tables is the first step
to creating a vibrant, organised and profitable
houseplant area. The multi-level display creates an
eye-catching feature out of colourful houseplants,
whilst lower shelving creates the opportunity for
cross selling of complementary goods such as pots
and care products.

Material:

Material:

Material:

Finish:
Description:

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Plywood bed, 120mm
planed surround and
aluminium corners.
Tanalised or one coat wash.
1 black plastic flood tray
950 x 950mm. No drainage
hole unless specified, bung
option available.
1000 1000 x 300
1000 x 1000 x 450

Finish:
Description:

Bed size &
height:
(mm)

Plywood bed, 120mm planed
surround and aluminium
corners.
Tanalised or one coat wash
1 black plastic flood tray 950
x 950mm. Includes slatted
shelf. No drainage hole
unless specified, bung option
available.
1000 x 1000 x 600

Finish:
Description:

Size:
(mm)
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Plywood bed, 120mm planed
surround and aluminium
corners.
Tanalised or one coat wash
Includes 3 tables, 1 black
plastic flood tray 950 x
950mm per table. Includes
slatted shelf. No drainage hole
unless specified, bung option
available.
1000 1000
300, 450, 600 bed height

450 Metal Frame
Houseplant Table

600/ 750 Metal Frame
Houseplant Table

Metal Frame Houseplant
Table Arrangement

Metal Frame Perimeter
Unit

This set of 3 houseplant tables is the first step
to creating a vibrant, organised and profitable
houseplant area. The multi-level display
creates an eye-catching feature out of colourful
houseplants, whilst lower shelving creates the
opportunity for cross selling of complementary
goods such as pots and care products.

This set of 3 houseplant tables is the first step
to creating a vibrant, organised and profitable
houseplant area. The multi-level display
creates an eye-catching feature out of colourful
houseplants, whilst lower shelving creates the
opportunity for cross selling of complementary
goods such as pots and care products.

This set of 3 houseplant tables is the first step
to creating a vibrant, organised and profitable
houseplant area. The multi-level display creates an
eye-catching feature out of colourful houseplants,
whilst lower shelving creates the opportunity for
cross selling of complementary goods such as pots
and care products.

This versatile perimeter unit can be used as a wall
or floor unit and is a fantastic tool for creating a
perimeter between or around departments. Plus
the unit comes with a top rail designed to offer
potential for hanging basket display.

Material:

Material:
Description

Material:

Material:

Description

Size:
(mm)

Clear lacquered mild steel,
treated timber, ply base.
120mm planed surround and
aluminium corners. 1 black
plastic flood tray per table,
950 x 950mm.
1000 x 1000
450 bed height

Sizes:
(mm)

Clear lacquered mild steel,
treated timber, ply base.
120mm planed surround and
aluminium corners. 1 black
plastic flood tray per table,
950 x 950mm. Includes slatted
shelf.
1000 x 1000
600, 750 bed height

Description

Size:
(mm)
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Clear lacquered mild steel,
treated timber, ply base.
Includes 3 tables with
120mm planed surround and
aluminium corners. 1 black
plastic flood tray per table,
950 x 950mm. 600 and 400
houseplant table include
slatted shelf.
1000 x 1000
450, 600, 750 bed height

Finishes:
Description:
Sizes:
(mm)

Clear lacquered mild steel,
treated timber, ply base.
Solid Painted, stained and
lacquered, wash painted.
1 top hanging basket rail and
mild steel frame.
1000 x 600 x 1800
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Silk Flower Display
Create a striking feature out of your silk flowers
using our tiered silk flower display. The tiered
design not only looks fantastic, it helps raise
products in the centre of the display into view
enabling customers to see the full variety of
products on offer.

Material:
Finish:
Description:
Sizes:
(mm)

Melamine faced MDF.
Stained and lacquered.
Supplied fully assembled.
275mm shelf depth and
515mm top shelf.
3000 x 1650 x 810
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All enquiries
CONTACT US
CALL: 01686 629096
E-MAIL: sales@stagecraft-uk.com
ADDRESS: Unit G, Vastre Enterprise Park,
Newtown, Powys, SY16 1DZ
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